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Transitioning to the New Massachusetts 
Curriculum Frameworks in

ELA/Literacy and Mathematics

Massachusetts Department of 
Elementary and Secondary Education and

the Massachusetts Readiness Centers

March-April 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The notes that follow are intended as background and an aid to presenters – they are not intended to be a script for your presentation.  Welcome to  (College or University).  (Introduce yourself, other presenters, college/university/Readiness Center/ESE staff)This is one of seven events being jointly presented by the Massachusetts Readiness Centers and the Department  of Elementary and Secondary Education to introduce the state’s new Curriculum Frameworks in English Language Arts/Literacy and Mathematics, both of which incorporate the Common Core State Standards.  In the audience today are early education and care providers, out-of-school-time program providers, teachers and administrators from pre-k to grade 12 schools and districts, and students, faculty, and administrators from higher education.Today’s presentations are designed to be introductory – we may not be able to answer all of your questions but please feel free to write any questions on the cards or paper provided, and we will forward these to ESE staff for a “frequently asked questions” section of their website.Note to presenter:  Have cards or “stickynote” pads available  or a large pad where people can record questions.
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Topics

New 
ELA/Literacy & Math

Curriculum 
Frameworks

Incorporating the Common 
Core State Standards

MCAS

• Development & Adoption 
• Intent and Key Features
• Implementation Timeline
• Implementation Supports

• Transitioning MCAS to 
the New Frameworks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an unprecedented time in American education, when more than 40 states have adopted Common Standards in English language arts/literacy and mathematics. We will be talking today about why and how Common Core State Standards were developed and how they came to be adopted in Massachusetts.  We’ll look at some of the big ideas and features of the documents, what preschools, schools, districts, higher education institutions, and the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education will be doing over the next three years to implement the new standards, and how the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) will gradually make the transition to using the new standards.
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Development and Adoption of the
New Curriculum Frameworks 

Incorporating the Common Core Standards

Spring 2009

• Governor and 
Commissioner 

sign MOU

• Development
Begins

Summer 09-Spring 10

• DESE Staff &
Local Educators

Provide Feedback 
to Drafts 

• Final Version of 
CCSS completed

June 2010

July 2010

• DESE &
MBAE

Studies

• BESE Adopts 
CCSS, with
Option for 
Additions

Fall 2010

• DESE/DEEC
Identify 

Additional 
Standards

• Public
Comment

Solicited on 
Additions

December
2010

BESE Adopts
New Frameworks 

Incorporating
CCSS

BEEC Adopts
Pre-K 

Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to presenter:  MOU=Memorandum of Understanding; DESE= Department of Elementary and Secondary Education; CCSS=Common Core State Standards; MBAE=Massachusetts Business Alliance for Education; BESE=Board of Elementary and Secondary Education; DEEC=Department of Early Education and Care; BEEC=Board of Early Education and Care.        This process began about two years ago in the spring of 2009 when Governor Patrick and Commissioner Chester signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the National Governors Association and the Council of Chief State School Officers to support, in principle, the development of K-12 standards for English language arts and mathematics that states could voluntarily adopt.  This idea of having common standards arose from the many reports that demonstrated the unevenness in quality among state standards and assessments that states had created to fulfill the requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act. The development of common standards was a state-led process, not an initiative of the federal government.       When development of the common standards began in 2009, Massachusetts was already well into its own revision process for ELA and math.  Revisions of the 2001 ELA framework had begun in 2007, and revisions of the 2000 math framework (originally published in 2000) began in 2008.  DESE had convened groups of pre-k through college educators, business people, parents, and community members to make recommendations for revisions that would strengthen what were already considered to be among the strongest standards in the nation. The Commissioner and DESE staff moved quickly to merge their own efforts with those of the Common Core writing teams.  During the next year and a half, Massachusetts educators played a major role in shaping the common standards by serving on writing teams and expert review panels and by providing comments on successive drafts.  The final versions of the Common Core State Standards were released in June 2010.       At that point, the Massachusetts Board of Elementary and Secondary Education had to decide whether to adopt the Common Core Standards or to adopt the drafts of Massachusetts Standards.  As some of you may remember, there was quite a debate in the media over whether the Common Core standards could possibly be as rigorous as Massachusetts standards. To help the Board’s decision, ESE created a crosswalk of the Massachusetts 2010 draft standards and the Common Core and found substantial alignment.  The Massachusetts Business Alliance for Education commissioned an independent study by WestEd that found that the Common Core standards were as rigorous, and in some instances, more rigorous than the former Massachusetts standards.  The Board of Elementary and Secondary Education adopted the Common Core Standards in July 2010, reserving the option to add unique Massachusetts standards and features.         One of the main components added were standards for pre-kindergarten, since the Common Core standards begin with kindergarten. ESE worked very closely the pre-k educators and the Department of Early Education and Care on those additions.         The final versions of the new Curriculum Frameworks that you have today are the result of the Board of Early Education and Care adopting the pre-k standards and the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education adopting the full set of pre-k to grade 12 standards and other features, such as guiding principles, glossaries, and suggested author lists, in December, 2010.  
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Where Have the Common Core State 
Standards Been Adopted?

Alabama, Arkansas, Arizona, California, Colorado, 
Connecticut, Delaware, the District of Columbia, 
Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
Michigan, Minnesota (ELA/Literacy only), Mississippi, 
Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New 
Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, 
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, 
South Dakota, Tennessee, U.S. Virgin Islands, Utah, 
Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By mid-February 2011, 41 states, the District of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands had adopted the standards. (Minnesota had also adopted just the ELA standards.)  Because Massachusetts had played a key role in the development of the standards, Paul Reville, the Secretary of Education and Mitchell Chester, Sherri Killins, and Richard Freeland, Commissioners of Elementary and Secondary Education, Early Education and Care, and Higher Education, respectively, and Board members thought that it would be important for Massachusetts to continue to be a leader in implementing the standards and being part of the multi-state conversation about  using the standards to improve education across America.  
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Primary Intent

The New ELA/Literacy and Math 
Curriculum Frameworks, comprised 
primarily of the Common Core State 
Standards, were written explicitly to 
define the knowledge and skills that 
students must master to be college 
and career ready by the end of high 
school.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’ll turn to the content of the standards themselves and what makes them different from standards we have had in the past in Massachusetts.  The primary intent of the Common Core standards is to prepare students to be ready for college and careers.  The project began with the development of college and career readiness standards, and the K-12 grade-level standards were derived from them.      A decade ago, when our previous ELA and math standards were written in Massachusetts, we were much more focused on grade 10 – the midpoint of high school – because of the state legislation that requires public school students to pass a state test based on grade 10 standards in order to graduate from high school.        We have learned a lot in the past ten years about the consequences of high school students not being truly prepared for college: a high percentage of entering freshmen must take non-credit bearing developmental courses in mathematics particularly, but also in writing, because their high school preparation was inadequate. Thus the Common Core standards reflect the research on college and career readiness, as well as research on the educational requirements of countries that do well on international tests of mathematics and literacy.
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What is the College and Career Ready Threshold 
In Each of the Frameworks?

• In the ELA Framework there is 
a set of broad, College and 
Career Ready Standards for 
each of the areas of reading, 
writing, speaking/listening, 
and language.  They anchor
grade-specific standards in 
each of those areas.

• The CCR Standards, working in 
tandem with the high school 
(9-12) standards, define the 
CCR threshold.

• In the Mathematics 
Framework the CCR threshold 
is comprised of the high 
school standards that are not
marked “+”.

• Mastering those standards 
would prepare a student for a 
first-year, college credit-
bearing math course such as 
college algebra.

• Mastering high school 
standards marked “+” would 
prepare a student for more 
advanced math courses than 
college algebra.

ELA/Literacy Mathematics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two frameworks are based on the philosophy that the goal of college and career readiness should shape the curriculum from pre-kindergarten onward. The two documents use different structures to define college and career readiness.     In English language arts and literacy, you will find overarching college and career readiness “anchor standards” for the four critical areas of reading literary and informational text, writing, speaking and listening, and language.  These, together with the high school standards for grades 9-10 and 11-12, define the college readiness threshold.    In math at the high school level, some standards are marked with a “plus” sign (+); the majority of the standards have no such designation.  Students need to master all of the standards without the plus sign to be ready for a first-year college mathematics course such as college algebra.  In order to be prepared for more advanced college math courses, students also need to pursue learning of the standards marked with the plus sign.
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Key Features
New ELA/Literacy Framework

• Promotes students’ ability to 
read and comprehend 
increasingly complex text 
and write to a source
– CCR Reading Standard 10:

Read and comprehend 
complex literary and 
informational text 
independently and 
proficiently.

– CCR Writing Standard 9:
Draw evidence from 
literary and informational 
texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research.

• Promotes the idea that 
teaching literacy skills is not 
just the job of the English 
teacher
– Literacy standards for 

History and Social Studies, 
Science, and Technical 
Subjects.

• Promotes the development 
of strong research skills
– Key to college and career 

readiness are research and 
media skills. These skills 
are blended throughout 
the standards, rather than 
treated in a separate 
section.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The English Language Arts and Literacy framework highlights the importance of students reading progressively more complex texts independently and proficiently as they move through the grades, and using evidence from the texts when writing analyses, comparing ideas, and conducting research.  This emphasis on linking reading and writing is exemplified in Reading standard 10 and Writing Standard 9.  In addition to the standards, there are appendices with text exemplars to show the level of  text complexity expected at each grade, as well as examples of student writing in each grade.  This is the first time Massachusetts has had standards for each grade pre-K to 8 (formerly the standards were written  for grade clusters, such as pre-k to grade 2); this grade-level organization has the potential to bring far greater clarity to each grade’s curriculum.         The new framework is called, very intentionally, a framework for English Language Arts and Literacy.  It goes beyond Massachusetts’ former standards in its assertion that all teachers share the responsibility for developing literacy skills – not just the English teachers, the reading specialists and coaches, and the librarians.  In grades pre-k through 5, reading and writing standards have explicit links to science, social studies, health and the arts, and standards for the middle and  high school grades include a set of reading and writing standards for English language arts and for history/social studies (including the arts), science, and technical subjects.     Finally, the expectation that students will conduct research and use media skillfully as a tool for inquiry, collaboration, and presentation/publishing is threaded throughout the standards, thus providing still another connection to subjects beyond English Language Arts.  
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Key Features
New Mathematics Framework

The new standards support improved curriculum 
and instruction due to increased:
– FOCUS, via critical areas at each grade level
– COHERENCE, through carefully developed 

connections within and across grades
– CLARITY, with precisely worded standards 

that cannot be treated as a checklist
– RIGOR, including a focus on College and 

Career Readiness and Standards for 
Mathematical Practice throughout Pre-K-12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In mathematics, the new framework is an improvement because of its focus, coherence, clarity, and rigor. The standards address the “mile wide inch deep” criticism that has been directed at curriculum in the U.S. by clearly delineating critical areas of focus at each grade level. These are similar in function to NCTM’s Focal Points that were released in 2006.The standards are coherent due to clear connections within and across grades. In contrast to the former standards that were organized by five strands that ran K-12, the new standards are organized into clusters, which are nested in domains of knowledge that represent the progression of the big ideas of mathematics across several grades.The new standards are designed to be extremely clear – to students, teachers, and families – so that the conceptual depth of the mathematics is fully expressed. The new standards cannot be treated as a checklist because they describe in detail the various aspects of skills and knowledge that must be thoroughly addressed in order to master each standard.The authors built in rigor throughout the standards by deliberately focusing on College and Career Readiness from the beginning of the development process, so that the framework emphasizes the skills and knowledge needed for success beyond high school. The framework also promotes rigor through the Standards for Mathematical Practice – proficiencies and ‘habits of mind’ such as abstract reasoning, modeling, precision, and perseverance. The Mathematical Practices articulate the type of rich thinking and deep expertise that needs to be woven into the teaching and learning of the content at all grade levels. 
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Transitioning Curriculum and Instruction
to the New Frameworks

Timeline for Preschools, Districts, 
Colleges and Universities

2010-2011

Initial
Planning

Build awareness
and identify 
what needs to
change and
how it will be
changed

2011-2012

Partial
Implementation

Continue 
planning and
make changes in
targeted grades, 
subjects, and
courses

2012-2013

Near Full
Implementation

Implement 
balance of 
changes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next few slides are about managing the transition to the new frameworks.  Here we have one big message: Take your time; don’t rush.  The frameworks were just adopted a few months ago, and the most important thing that you and your colleagues can do this year is to get to know them well.  These sessions are all about building awareness of the philosophy, content, and organization of the new documents, and to help you think about what needs to change in your curriculum – whether you provide early education and care, a program beyond school time, work in a district or charter school, or teach educator preparation courses.Next year, because you really know what’s in the frameworks and have begun to plan, you’ll be ready to put in some changes in targeted grades, subjects, and courses.  The year after that, in 2012-2013, you’ll be ready to implement the balance of the changes.
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Transitioning Curriculum and Instruction
to the New Standards

How the DESE and Readiness Centers will Help

2010-2011
Initial
Planning

• Orientations
• Crosswalks
• Modules 
• RTTT $$$
•Targeted support

2011-2012
Partial
Implementation

• Model Curriculum
• PD courses
• RTTT $$$
• Targeted support

2012-2013
Near Full
Implementation

• Model Curriculum 
• Formative Assessment

System       
• PD courses
• RTTT $$$
•Targeted support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DESE and the Readiness Centers will be here to help you make the transition.  DESE has created the materials for this first series of orientation events that the Readiness Centers are holding across the state.  On the ESE website you can also find crosswalks that compare the standards in the former frameworks to the standards in the new frameworks; ESE staff are developing modules on using the crosswalks, and on specific topics such as implementing the pre-kindergarten standards, writing, literacy in history/social studies, science, technical subjects, and the arts, or exploring key features such as the Standards of Mathematical Practice.  The state’s four-year $250,000,000 Race to the Top grant is providing resources to the Readiness Centers and to participating districts to implement the standards, and the state’s six regional District and School Assistance Centers (DSACs) provide targeted assistance to low-performing districts in aligning curriculum and improving instruction.  The Race to the Top projects and the targeted support, as you see, will continue over the next several years.    This summer ESE will begin to work with more than 300 educators to develop model curricula and curriculum-embedded performance assessments based on the new ELA and mathematics and the existing science and technology/engineering and history/social science standards.   This is an exciting new project because, while we have always had strong state standards and assessments, ESE has not organized teachers to create and share curricula and classroom assessments on such a major scale.  We anticipate that there will be new professional development courses in key areas that will respond to needs identified by pre-k to grade 12 educators.  By 2012-2013, ESE will have in place an online Teaching and Learning System that will include model curriculum units, a digital library, videos of exemplary instruction, and a formative assessment system that will allow educators to build classroom or district assessments from released MCAS items.         The Readiness Centers will play a key role in convening pre-k through college educators regionally to learn about all of these new developments as they unfold.
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Other Support for the Transition
• Foundations

Bill and Melinda Gates, Carnegie, Annie Casey, Pearson
• Non Profits

Council of Chief State School Officers, Achieve, College Board, 
National Governors Association, education associations; in 
Massachusetts, the Readiness Centers, public and private colleges 
and universities, and organizations such as Strategies for Children, 
the MA Business Alliance for Education, and the Rennie Center

• USED
Race to the Top Grants, Striving Readers Comprehensive Literacy 
Grant Program, ESEA reauthorization

• Assessment Consortia
Partnership for the Assessment of Readiness for College and Career 
(PARCC) and Smarter Balanced

• Unions
American Federation of Teachers/ American Educator, Winter 
2010/2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Massachusetts is far from alone in making the transition to the new standards, and we anticipate that very soon we will begin to benefit from the intense activity that is taking place nationally now that the standards have been so broadly adopted.  There are currently a variety of foundation- and federally-funded curriculum and assessment development projects underway.  A host of non profit organizations are working on projects related to the standards.  There are two multi-state assessment consortia – PARCC, to which Massachusetts belongs, and the Smarter Balanced Consortium, which together represent most of the states.  These consortia are developing “next generation” assessments based on the Common Core standards by 2014-2015.  Nationally, the educator unions have provided extremely useful feedback and support to the standards development from the very beginning, and continue to do so through publications such as the AFT’s American Educator magazine, whose winter 2010/2011 issue is entirely devoted to provocative articles related to the Common Core standards.
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Transitioning MCAS to the New Standards
Objective:  (1) Fairness   (2) Maintain Trendline

2010-2011
Initial 
Planning

MCAS
No changes -
based on 
former Frameworks

2011-2012
Partial
Implementation

MCAS
Focus on standards
common to former
and new Frameworks

Will also assess selected 
standards from the former
Frameworks not included in 
the new Frameworks*

2012-2013
Near Full
Implementation

MCAS
Focus on standards
common to former
and new Frameworks

Will also assess selected 
standards from new
Frameworks not included 
in former Frameworks*

* This transition plan applies to grades 3 to 8; the transition plan for 
grade 10 is being determined. In spring 2011, ESE will release a list 
of the standards that will be assessed on the 2012 MCAS.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ESE developed a plan for the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) to make the transition to the new standards gradually.  The plan was made with two objectives in mind:  first, to be fair to students, schools, and districts, and second, to maintain a trendline, rather than make abrupt changes.       Because it takes two years to develop and pilot any question that appears on MCAS, this spring’s administration will be entirely based on the former mathematics and English language arts curriculum frameworks.  There is considerable overlap in content between the former and the new frameworks, so, if you picture a Venn Diagram of two overlapping circles representing the old and the new standards, next year’s MCAS will focus on the standards in the overlapping portion that are common to both frameworks; should there be a need for additional items to build a robust assessment, selected standards from the former framework will be assessed. Before the end of this school year, ESE plans to release a list of the standards to be assessed on the 2012 MCAS.In 2013, the focus will still be on the standards common to both frameworks, with the inclusion of selected new standards not included in the former frameworks.  ESE will release a list of standards that will be assessed on the 2013 MCAS.This transition plan applies to grades 3 to 8.  The transition plan for grade 10 is being determined. In spring 2011, ESE will release a list of the standards that will be assessed on the 2012 MCAS.
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Looking Ahead
• Preschools, districts and educator preparation programs 

should have curriculum and instruction fully aligned to 
the new frameworks by the beginning of the 2013-2014 
school year

• MCAS in grades 3-8 will be based exclusively on the new 
frameworks in spring 2014

• Pending its successful development, Massachusetts will 
transition to PARCC for ELA and math in 2014-2015

• Similar standards development process for science and 
engineering, with standards expected in mid-2012 and 
a transition period to follow

• Standards for English Language Learners, 
Comprehensive Health, History and Social Science, the 
Arts, and Foreign Languages will be added to the 
revision cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking ahead, the expectation is that by the beginning of the 2013-2014 school year, the transition to the new standards will be completed and MCAS in 2014 will be based exclusively on the new standards.     By 2015, the PARCC assessments should be available, and if they are considered as strong as MCAS, Massachusetts will begin to use them for ELA and math.  As plans and prototype assessments for PARCC become available over the course of the next two years, ESE and the Readiness Centers will conduct presentations similar to this one to provide you information.       Work on new science and technology/engineering standards has begun in Massachusetts, and concurrently national science organizations are collaborating on new standards; we expect that these projects will merge and follow a pattern similar to that for ELA/literacy and mathematics.  By mid-2012 the new science standards should be available.     Our other standards documents – the English Language Proficiency Benchmarks and Outcomes or “ELPBO”  and the Curriculum Frameworks for Health, History and Social Science, the Arts, and Foreign Languages will be reviewed and updated to reflect current research in due time.
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Continuing Updates 

• The 2011 Frameworks and crosswalks are 
available at 
http://www.doe.mass.edu/candi/commoncore

• Please check this site regularly for additional 
resources and updates on professional 
development.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For updates on the new standards, copies of the Powerpoint presentations today,  crosswalks, and other information, please go to this location on the ESE website.    We hope this overview has been helpful.    After a five minute break we will begin the presentation on mathematics in_______________ and the presentation on English language arts and literacy in_______________________. Our presenters today for the second part of the program are _____________for English language arts and_________________for mathematics.Note to presenter:  Please remind people to record their questions about the presentation add any additional information about your Readiness Center, college/university, or related events here).

http://www.doe.mass.edu/candi/commoncore�
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